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Incorporating Socioeconomic Factors Into U.S. Health Policy: Addressing The Barriers

Commissions and special reports can get the ball rolling, but success hinges on getting various sectors into the game.

by S. Leonard Syme, Bonnie Lefkowitz, and Barbara Kivimae Krimgold

Several papers in this issue indicate a strong relationship between health and socioeconomic factors such as income, education, and occupation. Some argue that these factors underlie and are more important than health services or even lifestyles in determining morbidity and mortality. 

In trying to explain the link between socioeconomic factors and health, some researchers emphasize the direct impact of poverty and deprivation on living conditions; others focus more on the effects of inequality within a society. There is also evidence that race is inextricably linked to socioeconomic status but also displays an independent effect on health. Various mediators between socioeconomic status and health, not necessarily mutually exclusive, have been examined: the presence or absence of trust and social support at the state or community level, irreversible processes in early childhood, the structure of the workplace, and the biological effect of stress throughout life.

The body of work is growing, and researchers have contributed to an extensive policy agenda that requires action among sectors. Recommendations include health, education, housing, and other services for the neediest; reduction of poverty and creation of a more equal economic environment; investment in young children; improvements in working conditions and benefits; and community support. Implementation of such an agenda is likely to be easier in those countries with economic and social policies that explicitly buffer the market and foster redistribution of resources. Some of these countries—for example, the United Kingdom, Sweden, the Netherlands, France, and New Zealand—incorporate action by social, education, economic, housing, transportation, and/or environmental sectors into their health policy discussions and agendas.

The United States has extensive experience with community efforts that combine health care, education, social services, and economic development. At least one state, Minnesota, has developed a health policy agenda involving other sectors of government. At the national level, public and private agencies fund research on the socioeconomic determinants of health, hold conferences, and publish reports. Healthy People 2010, the process that sets and monitors health objectives for the nation, includes some related fields such as behavior, injury and violence prevention, and environmental quality and has taken the major step of targeting the elimination of health disparities by income and race. But the United States stops short of...
incorporating action by other sectors into its deliberations on health policy—action that might help to achieve the ambitious goals of Healthy People.

In this paper we examine the political, professional, and organizational barriers to intersectoral action in the United States, and we suggest how these barriers might be addressed, based on examples from the literature.

**Political Barriers**

U.S. decisionmakers often avoid issues of class distinction or ethical choices, preferring to base policy on adherence to market values or on the concept of enlightened self-interest. An appeal to American pragmatism may help to overcome this barrier, incorporating the following steps.

- **Show that it doesn’t take a revolution.** Social and economic action can be employed to address health problems without massive redistribution of resources. For example, research shows a link between poverty and income inequality, and the 30–60 percent difference in mortality among the fifty U.S. states. But the ten Canadian provinces are all clustered at the “good” end of the U.S. scale, without much overlap. Also, unlike the United States, the correlation in Canada between inequality and mortality does not appear significant.

  These differences do not appear to be historical, since two decades ago mortality rates did not vary as greatly between these two countries. Several researchers believe that tax policies and income transfers may be responsible. Without these interventions, 1994 household poverty was nearly the same in Canada (23.9 percent) as in the United States (23.2 percent) and, for comparison, slightly lower in Sweden. After accounting for tax policies and transfers, the United States had 18.9 percent of households in poverty; Canada, 14.5 percent; and Sweden, 3.8 percent.

- **Include intermediate actions.** In the same vein, socioeconomic factors are thought to influence health in part by affecting neighborhoods where people live and such characteristics as housing, public safety, sanitation, nutrition, and health and social services. Improvements in these sectors are more tangible and may be less threatening to U.S. policymakers than are changes in economic policy, while also improving population health.

- **Demonstrate cost-effectiveness.** Before acting on the link between socioeconomic factors and health, policymakers want evidence of effectiveness—evidence that is hard to come by because so few social changes are designed with cross-sectoral evaluation in mind. But one study demonstrated that implementation of Social Security in the 1930s was associated with a significant decrease in mortality among the elderly, beyond normal expectations. More studies of this type are needed. Researchers on the socioeconomic determinants of health have much to learn from the science of cost-effectiveness analysis, which has grown more sophisticated in recent years. While many technical problems remain, including the valuing of costs and benefits across sectors, economic thinking is beneficial, and progress can be made through pilot studies, data to justify spending, and incentives for collaboration.

- **Focus on population segments where economic impact or political interest is greatest.** Theories that the organization of the workplace contributes to the health of workers and thus to competitiveness could be tested by interested firms. If changes in working conditions to lower stress and increase workers’ control appropriately are shown to be cost-effective, a powerful argument could be made for more widespread implementation. Child health and development also is of interest not only for humane reasons but because this domain has a pervasive impact, throughout life, on physical and mental health, behavioral adjustment, literacy, and educational achievement.
Professional Barriers

Lack of a strong professional constituency also affects the translation of research into policy. The discipline of public health in the United States lacks the pervasive tradition of social medicine that is present in many European countries. Here, many public health experts seem to prefer the specific yet limited steps of expanding access and improving behavior that are within their own purview. For intersectoral collaboration to succeed, a much larger proportion of the public health constituency must be engaged. There are several ways in which this might be accomplished.

• Find common ground with advocates of universal access. There is a danger that the arguments made by proponents of social and economic action may alienate supporters of universal coverage, who fear that their long-sought-after goal may be undermined. Thus, the logic must be developed carefully. For example, universal access and more equal distribution of health services are necessary but not sufficient to improve health. Access may be especially important to low-income and minority populations. The answer lies not in perpetuating a false dichotomy but rather in recognizing that social policy is complementary with, not antithetical to, health policy.

• Make peace with the behaviorists. Those who favor behavioral interventions have been accused of blaming the victims and ignoring the lack of choices available to the poor. While variations in lifestyle account for less than a quarter of socioeconomic differences in mortality, that quarter can be important. Advocates of socioeconomic determinants and behaviorists can work together on more effective ways of reaching needy populations, limits on the availability of and advertising for alcohol and tobacco, and assuring that poor people are actually able to choose healthier lifestyles.

• Build on efforts that start with health. Studies have shown increased effectiveness from combining social and economic support with medical and behavioral efforts. One possibility is to build on the effectiveness of community health centers, whose major expansion has been proposed by the Bush administration. The community-based pilot programs of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) offer another opportunity for expansion with health as the hub. To reach a more general population, health plans could be encouraged to consider social factors in their role as value purchasers, although their power to act is limited without the participation of other public and private institutions.

Organizational Barriers

Action on the socioeconomic factors influencing health requires collaboration among multiple agencies, congressional committees, and academic disciplines. Health agencies and programs are part of the problem. They and their supporters are frequently organized around separate clinical diseases—the so-called disease-of-the-month club—with separate staffing and budgets. Because evidence shows that many diseases are affected by a similar range of social forces, there is a need for better coordination, cross-cutting policy initiatives, and, in some cases, organization by population group or underlying problem rather than by disease.

A greater problem is that health is influenced by many factors controlled by executive offices (Office of Management and Budget, Council of Economic Advisers) and departments (Labor, Housing and Urban Development, Commerce, Justice, Agriculture, Education, Transportation, and Environmental Protection) not traditionally thought of as health-related. Congressional jurisdictions may be even more complex.

Various mechanisms have been proposed to influence all of these groups and focus on the health impacts of a broad range of policies. Some may be more effective than others.

• Conduct health impact assessments. The European Science Foundation is encouraging countries in that region to assess the health impact of nonhealth policies, a practice that involves many of the same issues as inter-
sectoral cost-effectiveness analysis. One review suggests abandoning health impact assessments that typically assign numerical values despite lack of systematic literature review, data gathering, or consultation. Instead, communities are encouraged to pursue “mini” assessments that increase awareness without attempting to quantify results, and national governments are encouraged to triage potential topics for importance and then conduct rigorous “maxi” assessments on a limited number of issues.  

**Consider block-grant funding for health and other services.** One Canadian province adopted block-grant funding of health and social services as an incentive for intersectoral reallocation of resources by its regional authorities. While the underlying rhetoric was based on the socioeconomic determinants literature, what little reallocation occurred actually increased funding for hospitals. Reviewers attributed the negative results to a simultaneous reduction in overall funding, the strength and emotional attachment of the health care sector, and lack of a needs-based distribution scheme. The prospects for reallocation under block grants are not good even without cuts. **Appoint a special commission.** Elsewhere in this volume, Nancy Adler and Katherine Newman cite the process used to compile the Acheson report in the United Kingdom as a possible model for the United States. If effectiveness can be measured by actual policy actions, then the Acheson report has been effective. For example, the U.K. chancellor of the exchequer has announced a focus on deprived areas and is working with the prime minister and the ministers of health and social services on a cross-cutting spending review of health inequalities.  

**Establish a permanent locus of collaboration.** Commissions and special reports are by definition time limited. They can get the collaborative process started, but eventually intersectoral activity must be institutionalized. If the United States wanted to consider a locus of collaboration with broad purview, the responsibility could be lodged in a special congressional committee, or in the Office of Management and Budget or the Council of Economic Advisers. An alternative proposal is to create a new White House Council of Health Advisers to bring clout to intersectoral efforts.  

**Involve states and communities.** Whatever the method of collaboration, decisions in the United States are made and health is ultimately affected at federal, state, and community levels. The wide variation in health measures among states has been linked not only to income inequality and poverty but also to low levels of participation and trust and to less generous investment in health and welfare. One hypothesis is that as the gap between rich and poor increases, the well-off have less of a stake in what happens to the rest of the population, and the states with the biggest income and health gaps are least likely to choose remedial action. Conversely, the federal government may have much to learn from intersectoral efforts such as Minnesota’s. For both reasons it is important to involve state and community representatives in the collaborative process and to cast a bright spotlight on health differences among states and communities, which are often greater than differences among nations.

Research on the socioeconomic determinants of health offers a rich array of policy options and areas for further exploration. Barriers to intersectoral collaboration can be addressed by sensitivity to long-held political beliefs, careful attention to the quality and relevance of research and its dissemination.

> “It is important to cast a bright spotlight on health differences among states and communities, which are often greater than differences among nations.”
nation, outreach by health experts to other disciplines, and imaginative use of governmental institutions.
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